Care recipients at Formentera's 'day centre' learn to make toothpaste
Tuesday, 18 September 2018 16:00

Islanders obtaining care at the local facility for dependent individuals got a lesson this morning
in all-natural toothpaste-making. The initiative was made possible by Jorien and Guille of Eco
Bus America and Duo Todo.

Perambulating Europe in a van, the two youths are on a mission to raise awareness about
environmental issues through organised classes, workshops and talks. On the island this week
thanks to an invitation from hometown association Qué Celeste, the twosome will visit more
than just Formentera's centre de dia (literally "day centre" in Catalan), they'll also be stopping in
at local schools—to offer tips on life without plastic, and to talk about the project hatched by
Jorien to traverse the Americas from south to north, educating school children in towns along
the way.

Today, as Jorien and Guille walked up to the dependent care centre, the task at hand was a
simple, hands-on workshop where attendees would learn to concoct a natural toothpaste from
coconut oil, baking soda and mint essential oil. The students diligently measured out the proper
quantities of the ingredients, whipping the mix until it formed a gooey paste and placing the
finished product in the refrigerator to cool. At the end, participants were left with a toothpaste
free of additives and microplastics.

The pair will repeat the experiment this Thursday and Friday at primary schools in Sant
Francesc and La Mola, leaving organic toothpaste to the pupils at each school.

Qué Celeste festival turns three

The Formentera stop on Jorien and Guille's eco adventure is part of the run-up to the third
Festival Qué Celeste. At 8.00pm this Thursday the festival kicks off in the Sant Ferran square
with a demonstration of the duo's project and ensuing screening of a documentary called “Sonic
Sea”. There will be a discussion following the film and then an acoustic concert by Eco Bus
America and Duo Todo's Jorien and Guille.
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The festival's main events hit Friday and Saturday at 5.00pm, when the town square hosts
workshops, displays of recycled art, talks, circus demos and musical performances until two in
the morning.
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